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    Kamen Rider Fourze Log : SHADOW FOURZE KITA!

**Dem : ALRIGHT! IT'S TIME FOR '_SPACE.. IN YOUR.. HAND_'!**

**Khd : ALRIGHT THEN!**

**Rat : Do you realize that I'm sad?**

**Dem : NOPE! LET'S JUST GET THIS STARTED!**

* * *

><p>A teen was walking to a big building, he was wearing a casual set
of clothes you'd might find every teenager wear, a Red Hoodie with a
black Striping, also a grey T-Shirt and blue jeans, also the shoes
were white with red stripes and a black stripe going straight down to
the front of the shoe. He had blonde hair and green eyes, he was
happy, today was the first day of his Zeo-Zodiart Systems
Test.<p>

"Kazami Kutsuji?" The teen stood when his name was called, he walked
to the Horoscope Switch he saw in front of him and pressed it,
nothing happened, he then pressed it twice more and it glew red, he
began to change forms and become a new form, he was like the
Sagattarius Zodiart without the cloak on in SuperNova, except he had
shoulder blades and leg blades, two horns on each side of his head
and one on the front.

"Kutsuji-san?" The Scientist looked, "_**That is no longer my name..



I am.. The Dread Zodiart..**_" he let out a large energy wave and
caused a large explosion that exploded the whole lab, all the people
with Horoscopes couldn't control the Switches and they became Zodiart
forms.

* * *

><p>Back at Amanogawa High, it was our hero, Gentaro Kisaragi's turn
for College. He was walking around and being his wild self. "So,
Kisaragi, you open for any Gym?" Shun asked, "Maybe not.. But I'll
give you a text when I am." Gentaro answered.<p>

Gentaro then looked at his phone and saw a text from
Yuki,

_Gen-chan! ZODIARTS! HURRY!_

* * *

><p>Gentaro came fast with the Fourze Driver on his waist, but he saw
a table with candles on it. "Eh?" Gentaro looked around, Yuki was
sitting there, "Oh.. I see.. We're waiting for the Zodiarts." Gentaro
sat down, getting comfortable for a second. That was when the Dread
Zodiart caught Gentaro by surprise and blasted the Table, Gentaro
falling and the Candles falling into the water near the bay and one
shattering.<p>

Gentaro stood and looked, flipping the Switches on his belt, "Let's
Go Pal.."

**[ 3.. ] **Gentaro was ready to fight.

**[ 2.. ] **The Dread Zodiart began to laugh.

**[ 1..! ] **Yuki got down.

"**Henshin!**" Gentaro pulled the Lever and began to change to
Fourze, jumping toward Dread Zodiart, he punched the overpowered man
back. "**UCHUU.. KITA!**" Fourze shouted.

"_**Good..**_" The Dread Zodiart blasted Fourze with a wave of Shadow
and Fourze began to Spark Up, then a blue and purple light came,
landing was Meteor. "**Kisaragi.. Defeating you is the best
option!**" Meteor charged.

The Dread Zodiart and Meteor clashed punches and kicks, the Dread
Zodiart slashed Meteor back with his next attack. Meteor backflipped
from it,

**[ METEOR ON, READY! ]**

Meteor spun the Disco Module on the Belt.

**[ OK, LIMIT BREAK! ]**

Meteor jumped and kicked toward the Dread Zodiart, but the Zodiart
slashed Meteor back and Sakuta fell out of his Rider form and onto
the ground, major power from having his Meteor Kicker struck back at
him.



"_**Now Release! Kisaragi Gentaro.. Shadow Fourze.**_" The Dread
Zodiart released the Shadows from Fourze's body, revealing Fourze
sparking purple and glowing, "**Ryu..sei..**" Fourze threw the Elec
Switch to Sakuta and he caught it.

**[ SHADOW ON! ]**

Fourze glew bright purple and the white on his armor turned black,
while the blade on the face plate and jet pack stripes turned silver,
the eyes turning purple as well as the shapes on his arms and legs
turned to Dark Colors.

"**Shadow Kita!**" Shadow Fourze jumped and punched into Sakuta's
chest, picking him up and throwing him into a tree.

"Kisaragi.. What did you do to him?!" Sakuta looked at the Dread
Zodiart, "**_I've used his body as a Vessel for my Ultimate Dark
Shadow.._**" this made Sakuta even more angry.

**[ METEOR, READY?! ]**

"**Henshin!**" Sakuta tried to get his meteor around Shadow Fourze,
but he was caught and punched back into the tree. "**GAH!**" Meteor
fell, but he could at least take Yuki to safety, he got up and ran,
Shadow Fourze was about to go after him, but the Dread Zodiart had
stopped him, "_**No.. Let the pests go.. For now.**_" Shadow Fourze
nodded and stood his post.

* * *

><p>Meteor landed with Yuki at the almost fully repaired Rabbit
Hutch, he fell and lost Rider Form then. Yuki helped him up, "Thanks,
Sakuta-kun." Yuki said, "Call.. Nadeshiko." Sakuta said, "Right."
Yuki already had her phone ready.<p>

"Nadeshiko.. Gen-chan is.."

_"WHAT?! I'll be there right away!"_

Yuki hung up and put the phone in her pocket, "You ok?" Yuki looked
to Sakuta, "Yeah.. I'm fine.." Sakuta stood. "I have to.. Help
Kisaragi.." Sakuta couldn't walk two steps without falling back down,
luckily, he held the pole near the door to keep him up. "Sakuta-kun,
you can't go with your current condition!" They heard a voice, they
noticed Tomoko run in and catch Sakuta the next fall. "Tomoko.."
Sakuta looked to her, Yuki then had looked at the computer, more
serious than usual.

"Yuki-san?" Tomoko looked, she was calling Kengo from the Computer.
"Kengo! Gen-chan was.." Yuki tried to explain.

_"Yeah.. I was informed of it."_

Yuki nodded and got off the Computer. "We've gotta get out of here."
Yuki said, "Why?" Sakuta asked, "If we know Gen-chan, he'll know
we're in here as a hiding place." They all got the idea and began
their leave. But Shadow Fourze and a few of the Neo Zodiarts stood in
their path, Sakuta placed the Meteor Driver on his waist,
"**Henshin!**" he charged and began to fight. Shadow Fourze snapped
his finger and all of them nodded, they all pulled out their switches



and pressed them once again, the three glowing and forming the Leo
Zodiart, except with Golden Armor and more intense armor. He
scratched at Meteor and knocked them back.

A light caught the Zodiart's next attack, knocking it back and
spinning around.

**[ NIN JA! JA! NIN NIN! JA! JA! ]  
><strong>**[ NIN JA! JA! NIN NIN! JA! JA! ]  
><strong>**[ NIN JA! JA! NIN NIN! JA! JA! ]**

"**HENSHIN!**" A voice came from the light and formed a Kamen Rider
that seemed like Proto Drive, except based more on Ninjas then Cars.
A ninja Sash on his chest plate, red stripes and red eyes, also a
wristband on the side with Cards.

**[ Skaidan (Scroll Opened) : KENZAI! ]  
><strong>**[ Soko Chi Ninja! Sei, ya, Oh! ]**

The new Rider stood, "**You are?**" Shadow Fourze asked, "**Ore wa?
Kamen Rider.. Kenzai.**" the Rider introduced himself, putting his
fingers at a position where the pointer finger and pinky were
showing, then he posed his other hand as the pointer finger and
thumb, crossing the two hands and an aura grew on the ground and
grabbed the Zodiarts and pulled them onto the ground, they becoming
two dimensional and were able to all be seen, they were being taken
down by clones of Kenzai.

"**Shou Ninpou : Yami no Kiteku no Jutsu!**" Kenzai jumped up and
glew bright white, pushing in the lever on the side of the belt,

**[ CHOU SKAIDAN : KENZAI! ULTIMATE STRIKE! ]**

Kenzai glew brightly and kicked toward Shadow Fourze, the shadow
converted Rider sparking between Classic Fourze and Shadow Fourze,
then Kenzai added more power and kicked Shadow Fourze off of Fourze
and the Astronaut Rider converted to human form and fell. Kenzai
backflipped off of Shadow Fourze and disappeared.

* * *

><p>"<strong>Kisaragi!<strong>" Meteor ran over to Gentaro and caught
him, "Gen-chan!" Yuki was happy and Tomoko looked toward Shadow
Fourze, scared. "G-Guys~" She pointed, Yuki and Meteor looked and
Shadow Fourze was glowing even more purple and sparking with black
aura lightning. Gentaro stood and had the Fourze Driver ready, "**Can
you fight?**" Meteor asked.

"I'm in better shape than you are right now, Ryusei!" Gentaro was
ready to fight his Dark Clone.

**[ 3.. ] **Yuki nodded and smiled, happy to see this again.

**[ 2.. ] **Meteor backed up and Tomoko caught him when he fell
again.

**[ 1.. ] **Gentaro got into position.

"**Henshin!**" Gentaro pushed in the lever and began to transform,
changing to Fourze. "**UCHUU... KITA~!**" Fourze's eyes glew bright



as he said that and the shape module plates glew bright
too.

"**Daido Kutsu No Baru Ze****! (Let's Do This Man-To-Man!)**" Fourze
charged and punched and kicked at wild at his Dark Clone, who caught
all of his attacks and punched Fourze in the chest, the clone pressed
the first switch on his belt.

**[ SHADOW ROCKET ON! ]**

Shadow Fourze flew toward Fourze and hit him with the purple Rocket
Module, sending him flying back. "**Kamen Rider Fourze.. Let's Do
This Quickly.**" Shadow Fourze was walking toward Fourze, who was a
little weak, his energy used by this bastard.

"**I'll make you eat those words!**" Fourze charged and tried to
punch Shadow Fourze, but his fist was caught.

**[ ROCKET ON! ]**

The Rocket Module's Engine Started, but Shadow Fourze didn't move an
inch. "**Hahahaha!**" Shadow Fourze punched Fourze back and he turned
back to his human state. "Gen-Chan!" Yuki ran toward, Shadow Fourze
was about to punch her, his fist glowing bright purple.

* * *

><p><strong>TO BE CONTINUED..<strong>

**Yo, this is Part 1 of 3 in the Kamen Rider Fourze Log : SHADOW
FOURZE KITA! Alright everyone, Will Yuki be hit?! Will Shadow Fourze
be stopped?! We'll have to see in the Next Part!**

End
file.


